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before the value is added to the textfield NSMutableString *
newString = [NSMutableString string]; [newString

appendString:@" "]; [newString appendString:[yourTextField
stringValue]]; [newString appendString:@" "]; [newString

setString:[yourButton titleForState:UIControlStateNormal]]; Q:
Testing state changes in Grails using Junit Is there any way to

verify that a particular domain class property was updated
after a specific state change without needing to explicitly

query the domain class? I want to test that the state update
worked, but without a query on the domain class. Something
like: void testUpdate() { //??? } In other words, is there a way

to assert that my state update in grails is correct without
actually querying the domain class? A: I want to test that the

state update worked, but without a query on the domain
class. No, that's what is done in integration tests (Unit tests
aren't really unit tests because they test the whole system
with all sorts of dependencies) by mocking domain classes

and methods that generate data. You have to mock the
domain object and provide mocked data. ate function is

associated with a higher risk of AKI. Second, control for these
potential conf
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